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About Document Reader: Docs Viewer


All Document Reader is file viewer that helps you read and manage all formats of office files easily.Docs, PDF, PPT, WORD, EXCEL, PPT, TXT, all supported. So big problum solve with this app as reader and viewer now you can use as portable office docs like as PDF Editor, PDF reader, JPG,text,PDF, JPG, Word,TXT, and much more files to read and share with friends and family.

All Document Reader and Viewer App( All-in-one )
Our file Docx reader manager app for Android allows for viewing and editing of text (TXT), office documents (Docs, Docx, Word), PDFs, and presentations (PPT, PPTX). It features OCR technology to extract text from images, photos and PDF and includes features such as cropping, wireless printing and remote faxing. It supports various image formats (JPEG, JPG, GIF, SVG, PNG, TIFF) as well as popular document formats (DOC, DOCX, HTML, XLS, XLSX, TXT, MP4, AVI, MOV, FLV, AVCHD). It also provides quick search and e-signature capabilities. The app also allows for quick digitization of receipts, notes, invoices, business cards, and certificates. The app includes a PDF editor, text extraction, and image capture from camera. The app supports Adobe photos, printing and faxing.

All Docs Redar in Quickly
A file manager app for Android allows you to organize and manage your files on your device. It typically supports various file formats such as TXT, Docs, PDF, PPT, and others. The app may also include an editor that allows you to edit your documents, or a docx viewer to view Word documents. It may also include a Word reader, which is specifically designed to read Microsoft Word documents, or an Office Word app that lets you access the full suite of soft Office applications on your Android device. 

Document Reader: PDF, DOC, XLS
The app may also include features for viewing and editing PDF files, as well as managing text files and other documents. Additionally, it may support features for managing photos and images, such as a camera or cam integration for capturing new images, or an OCR (Optical Character Recognition) feature for recognizing text in images. The app may be marketed as a PDF app, a PDF reader, or a documents app.

All Docs Redar Features
✓ Word document Reader App read and view all Docs Formates.
✓ Docx reader for all Pro word office reader/ PDF reader app.
✓ PDF reader and view PDF every file formates.
✓ Read XLSX files viewer txt, excel, xls, JPG,SVG, PNG, files 
✓ Support all formats PDF, DOC, DOCX, XLS, XLXS, PPT, TXT, PNG, JPG, RTF and share with frirnds and family 
✓ offline Feature! No internet required, read and View all documents offline easily
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All Document Reader is file viewer that helps you read and...
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Fast VPN Proxy super VPN app for smartphone or any other country....








 

















Frequently Asked Questions(FAQ)


What does the Document Reader app do?


The Document Reader app is a file viewer that helps you read and manage all formats of office files easily, including Docs, PDF, PPT, WORD, EXCEL, and TXT.






What file formats are supported by the Document Reader app?


The Document Reader app supports various file formats, such as DOC, DOCX, PDF, PPT, PPTX, TXT, MP4, AVI, MOV, FLV, AVCHD, JPEG, JPG, GIF, SVG, PNG, and TIFF.






Does the Document Reader app have OCR technology?


Yes, the Document Reader app features OCR technology to extract text from images, photos, and PDFs.






Can I edit my documents with the Document Reader app?


Yes, the Document Reader app allows for viewing and editing of text (TXT), office documents (Docs, Docx, Word), and PDFs.






Can I use the Document Reader app offline?


Yes, the Document Reader app has an offline feature that allows you to read and view all documents offline easily. No internet connection is required.
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Easy and smoothly working app
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